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ABSTRACT 

 

In this paper cardinality of phenanthrene molecule is determined. A method 

for the determination of topological bond orders of phenanthrene molecule has been 

developed. In this method cardinality of the phenanthrene molecule itself and its 

subgraphs are utilized. Correlation between topological bond orders and Hückel bond 

orders for the corresponding phenanthrene molecular graph is studied. Fairly good 

correlation with these two bond orders are obtained. 
 

Keywords: cardinality; topological bond order; Hückel bond order; phenanthrene 

molecule. 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

 

A number of topological indices have been proposed and analyzed by many 

researchers for studying various physico-chemical properties3,5,6,11,14. Topological index or 

indices are very important regarding physico-chemical property interpretations for QSAR as 

well as QSPR study. In this paper cardinality, a topological index is determined for 

phenanthrene molecule and then it is utilized for the determination of all topological bond 

orders of this molecule. Topological bond orders are very interesting graph-theoretical 

properties. 

Delocalization in conjugated  -electron systems is shown to be closely related to the 

topological concept of connectivity. A topological bond order is defined as a quantitative 

measure of the extent to which the subspace of a pair of adjacent atoms approximates a 

disconnected component of the molecular topological space. The agreement between this 

measure and molecular-orbital bond orders in the ordering of bond strengths within molecules 

is near perfect. Bond order is a well-known structural parameter as defined by Coulson15. Bond 
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orders determined by Hückel molecular theory (HMO) are known as Hückel bond orders. In 

contrast, the topological (graph theoretical) nature of HMO is well established4,9. Very 

preliminary concept of graph theory is discussed here. Graph theory deals with graph which is 

a diagram consists of two sets of objects called edges and vertices. Graph ‘G’ have the edges

,...),,( 321 eeeE   and vertices ,...),,( 321 vvvV   as shown in Figure-1. Graph theory is also 

successfully applied to explore different problems in the field of chemistry (chemical graph 

theory). Here molecules are represented by their molecular graphs. In that case bonds and 

atoms are equivalent to edges and vertices respectively. Topological bond order (TBO) in 

terms of graph cardinality is defined by Merrifield and Simmons8,10. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure-1: Diagram of a graph 

 

A. Cardinality 
 

Topological indices are uniquely determined numerical quantities that are used to 

correlate the molecular properties with the structure of the molecule.  During its determination 

connectivity of graph is important not the shape of the graph. Cardinality is an important 

topological index and it specifies the structural descriptor in the field of graph theory. Two 

vertices are said to be ‘independent’ if they are not connected by an edge and number of sets 

of such independent vertices (including null set, null graph means graph without any edges) 

are called ‘cardinality’ 8,10. It is calculated mathematically but can be correlated with the 

physical as well as physico-chemical properties of the molecule. Cardinalities have significant 

applications such as search for molecular databases, selection of compounds for drug 

designing, drug modeling etc. 

 

B. Determination of cardinality for a graph  
 

Cardinalities of linear graphs, (graph without any cycle) are related with Fibonacci 

numbers, given below2. Different types of linear graphs are shown in Figure-2. 

  1 nn FL  

Here  nL  represents ‘cardinality’ of linear graph with ‘n’ number of vertices ( nL ) and 1nF  

is (n+1) th Fibonacci number ( 2110 ,1,1   nnn FFFFF ). It is given in the Table-1. For 

any graph cardinality is given in equation (1). 
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)()()( vAvGvGG                                      (1) 

Where v  is any vertex of G  and 
vA is the set of vertices connected to v . Here )( vG  is 

the cardinality of the subgraph resulting from the graph ''G after deletion of vertex v . Similarly 

)( vAvG  is that of a subgraph obtained from ''G after deletion of the vertex v  and all 

other vertices adjacent to .v    

If G contains a number of disconnected components (subgraphs) ....4,3,2,1 GGGG then 

cardinality of graph ''G  i.e. )(G  will be expressed by a relation as given in equation (2) 

)...()()()()( 4321 GGGGG                                     (2) 

 
Figure-2: Different types of linear graphs 

C. Cardinality and topological bond order (TBO) 

The general formula for topological bond order ( ij ) of the bond between the ith and 

jth atoms of a conjugated molecule is given below2,7,12,13 

2/}1]
)(

)(
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                                          (3) 

Here )(G  specifies the cardinality of graph G and )( jiG  is the cardinality of sub 

graph of G resulting from deletion of bond connecting ith and jth atoms. 
Table-1: Fibonacci numbers and cardinality of linear graphs. 

n  
nL  1nF  ][ nL  

1n  1L  F2 =2 2 

2n  2L  F3 =3 3 

3n  3L  F4 =5 5 

4n  4L  F5 =8 8 

5n  5L  F6 =13 13 

6n  6L  F7 =21 21 

7n  7L  F8 =34 34 

8n  8L  F9 =55 55 

9n  9L  F10 =89 89 

10n  10L  F11 =144 144 

11n  11L  F12 =233 233 

12n  12L  F13 =377 377 
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2. DETERMINATION OF CARDINALITY OF PHENENTHRENE MOLECULE 
 

 
Figure-3: Phenanthrene molecule along with its graph 

 

Equation (1) and (2) are utilized to calculate the cardinality of phenanthrene molecule, ][ PG . 

The procedure is illustrated below: 

 
Figure-4: Illustration for the derivation of cardinality of phenanthrene molecule 
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Therefore cardinality of phenanthrene molecule is 717.  

 

3. DETERMINATION OF DIFFERENT BOND ORDERS OF PHENANTHRENE  

    MOLECULE 
 

 
Figure-5: Illustration for the determination of bond order of phenanthrene molecule 

1. Determination of cardinality of phenenthrene molecule 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-3: Phenanthrene molecule along with its graph 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure-5: Illustration for the determination of bond order of phenanthrene molecule 
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Using the formula given in equation (3) we have: 
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)]2,1([ pG  can be determined using Fibonacci numbers  after its fragmentations into 

subgraphs. 

Similarly the other  bond orders (TOB) can be determined and these are given as follows: 
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Double bond characters, as per Hückel Theory (HMO) are also known as  
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Figure-6: Correlation between Huckel Bond Order (HBO) & Topological Bond Order (TBO) 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

We must conclude that the approach for obtaining bond orders from cardinalities of 

conjugated hydrocarbon graph is quite general, it was first proposed by Merrifield and 

Simmons. Topological bond orders and bond orders obtained from HMO have good 

correlation. Cardinality is an important topological index, thus can be correlated with some 

physical properties such as density and bulk modulus for few poly(p-phenylene) molecules1.  
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